COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY

CREATIVE EXPLORING

NOVEMBER 2014

“A SHIP IS SAFE IN HARBOR, BUT THAT’S NOT WHAT SHIPS ARE BUILT
FOR.”
- John A. Shedd

“WE SHALL NOT CEASE FROM EXPLORATION
AND THE END OF ALL OF OUR EXPLORING
WILL BE TO ARRIVE WHERE WE STARTED
AND KNOW THE PLACE FOR THE FIRST TIME.”
- T.S. Eliot

“A MAN DOES NOT CLIMB A MOUNTAIN WITHOUT BRINGING SOME OF IT
AWAY WITH HIM, AND LEAVING SOMETHING OF HIMSELF UPON IT.”
- Sir Martin Conway

“DO NOT GO WHERE THE PATH MAY LEAD, GO INSTEAD WHERE THERE IS
NO PATH AND LEAVE A TRAIL.”
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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“EXPLORING IS AN INNATE HUMAN INCLINATION...SUCH ADVENTURING,
EXPLORING AND MOVING OUTSIDE ONE’S COMFORT ZONE ARE AN INTEGRAL EXPRESSION OF THE CREATIVE SPIRIT, AND THEREBY, THEY ALSO
CREATE NEW WAYS OF LIFE AND LIVING.”

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHIRIN SUBHANI

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and
expression that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. More about
Shirin and Shahana: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html
And connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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Dear Reader,

EDITOR’S NOTE

Have you ever been part of an expedition or challenging project that has pushed you way beyond your comfort zone? The
kind of demanding physical experience that causes the mind to shut down and opens up a (creative) way of being unified
with nature and a greater existence?
Exploring is an innate human inclination. A partner to intellectual inquiry, physically venturing into nature or lands and
waters previously uncharted is what has led to human civilization as it is today. Such adventuring, exploring and moving
outside one’s comfort zone are an integral expression of the creative spirit, and thereby, they also create new ways of life
and living.
In this November issue of Courageous Creativity, we present to you narratives from those who have found their vocation
and creative expression in the act of exploring, adventuring and being with nature… impacting their own lives as well as
the lives of others in transformative ways.
Travel to magical lands with our featured contributor Arati Kumar-Rao, and experience the beautiful gift of slow exploration. Read along as Dwayne Fields, the first young black Briton to walk 370 miles to reach the North Pole, shares with
you his story of reconnecting with the peace and confidence of his childhood as he realized his impossible dream of
becoming an adventurer.
Learn about the inspiring Pangaea Project, the dream expedition of Mike Horn, who is one of the world’s greatest modern
day explorers. This unique project serves as a powerful platform from which young adults can experience and explore
the natural world. Hear from young Leni Gruendl, who decided to leave behind her tiny, conservative, in-the-middle-ofnowhere town and open her arms, eyes and heart to the world, supported by the very Panagea Project that Mike started.
In an interview with us, freelance travel journalist Avery Stonich, who has traveled to over 40 countries, shares how she
is inspired by getting out of her comfort zone, and gaining perspective on herself and the world by experiencing the
unfamiliar.
Experience poet Inge Kessler’s contrasted inner and outer explorations, and be inspired by artist explorer Tony Malone’s
beautiful paintings created in all sorts of impossible sites, including the earth’s poles. And all these contributions come
alive with the spectacular photography of wildlife and documentary cameraman Saravanakumar Salem.
We hope this issue awakens your inner adventurer; happy exploring!
Shirin.

“THE PANGAEA EXPEDITION IS THE MOST EXCITING ADVENTURE I’VE
EVER UNDERTAKEN. AFTER ALMOST TWO DECADES OF EXPLORATION,
I WANTED TO INVEST THE KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE I ACQUIRED
FROM PAST EXPEDITIONS INTO A NEW CHALLENGE AND TO SHARE
THESE EXPERIENCES WITH OTHERS.”

PANGAEA - MAKING A DIFFERENCE
MIKE HORN

Mike, acknowledged as one of the world’s greatest modern-day explorers, has undertaken
exceptional feats of endurance, determination and courage, which have extended the boundaries
of human achievement. Among his exploits have been Latitude Zero, an 18 month circumnavigation of the Earth around the Equator; the Arktos Expedition, a solo circumnavigation of the Arctic
Circle lasting 27 months; the North Pole Winter Expedition, the first-ever ‘polar night’ expedition
to the North Pole; the South Pole Expedition, the trek from the Antarctic Peninsula to the South
Pole, and most recently, four Himalayan Expeditions, summiting the majestic peaks higher than
8,000m – all without the use of high altitude sherpas or additional oxygen.
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PANGAEA - MAKING A DIFFERENCE
I am sitting on Pangaea’s deck smelling the sea air and staring at the wide and endless expanse of ocean. The possibilities are overwhelming … traversing so many continents, oceans, rivers, jungles and ice lands. Exploring planet
Earth with today’s youth has been my ultimate goal since a very long time.
During many years of exploration around the world, I have witnessed first-hand the beauty that the planet beholds,
as well as the alarming rate at which the environment is deteriorating and the consequential deterioration of the
ecosystems. It is for exactly this reason that I want to do something that will leave a mark on the younger generation, and through the sharing of my experiences I can help them discover the beauty of the world’s resources and the
importance of its preservation.
Caring for our life source has become an absolute necessity for every human being. The problem today is that we
are losing contact with nature, forgetting its beauty and most importantly, its overwhelming power. We have lost
respect for nature and are losing hope. We must now accept our responsibilities and by working together with ingenuity, drive and courage, we can complement each other and find new inspiration, hope and ambition. Together we
can tap the world’s most powerful energy source – the younger generation, encouraging them to stand up and make
a difference, giving them the keys to help build a sustainable future and to protect the planet for the future generations.
To achieve this, I decided to initiate a program called ‘The Pangaea Expedition,’ and it quickly became the biggest
environmental project of its kind in the world to date.
The base for the expedition is the 35 meter yacht called ‘Pangaea,’ which has been designed to incorporate sustainable technologies. The vessel, which can sleep 30, and features state-of-the-art communication and conference
facilities, is used for environmental research and educational projects at its various ports of call around the world.
The yacht has inverter energy engines designed and manufactured by Mercedes-Benz and it runs on fuel-efficient

“WE ARE LOSING CONTACT WITH NATURE, FORGETTING ITS BEAUTY AND
MOST IMPORTANTLY, ITS OVERWHELMING POWER... WE MUST NOW ACCEPT OUR RESPONSIBILITIES AND BY WORKING TOGETHER WITH INGENUITY, DRIVE AND COURAGE...”

MIKE HORN
diesel when the sails are not in use. The features and fittings are made with recycled wood, the boat has recycle
bins onboard, and is fully fitted with LED lighting.
I do what I do because it makes me feel alive. If you are afraid of losing, you can never win.
The expedition, named ‘Pangaea,’ after the supercontinent that existed 250 million years ago, has now covered
140’000 nautical miles, reaching the North and the South Poles and crossing all the oceans.
The Pangaea Expedition is the most exciting adventure I’ve ever undertaken. After almost two decades of exploration, I wanted to invest the knowledge and experience I acquired from past expeditions into a new challenge
and to share these experiences with others. The aim of the Pangaea mission has been, and still is, to enhance
a respect for the environment, encouraging the cleanup of the planet and the protection of its resources for the
sake of the future generations.
Young adults, aged 15-20 from every continent, have been invited to join me on various sections of this journey
where they learn about the flora and fauna with the team’s professor from the University of Munich. They discover the importance of nature and its elements and are encouraged to understand the environmental issues that
are currently affecting the world today.
I want the future generations to find solutions and ultimately enhance a respectful balance between nature and
mankind.
Since being ‘water born’ in Brasil in 2008, Pangaea has sailed non-stop. During her course around the world, I
have explored some of the most amazing scenery that this world has to offer; the glacial waters of both
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“YOUNG ADULTS, AGED 15-20 FROM EVERY CONTINENT, HAVE BEEN
INVITED TO JOIN ME ON VARIOUS SECTIONS OF THIS JOURNEY...
THEY DISCOVER THE IMPORTANCE OF NATURE AND ITS ELEMENTS
AND ARE ENCOURAGED TO UNDERSTAND THE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES THAT ARE CURRENTLY AFFECTING THE WORLD TODAY.”

PANGAEA - MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Greenland and the Antarctic Peninsula, the ice cut fiords of Milford Sound, New Zealand, the coral reefs of the east
coast of Australia, marine ecosystems of Malaysia and Indonesia, the mangroves and volcanic islands of the Andaman Islands, the high altitude regions of the Himalayas, sand dunes of the Gobi Desert, the eastern Siberia region of
the Kamchatka, the Magnetic North Pole, Northern Territories of Canada, the Everglades of Florida, USA, the Amazon
Rainforest and finally Namibia’s beautiful Skeleton Coast to the tip of South Africa.
With four years behind us, and the world circuit completed, the Pangaea Expedition is now come to an end. We close
the final chapter on the Pangaea Expedition but in my world, the adventure never stops for long. I am stimulated by
what I have seen, the passion of the youth and the need to act to preserve the environment. My mission will not stop
there. Another project, a bigger boat, is now on the drawing board and this time I will take more people, both young
and old. The Pangaea Ambassadors will continue to show their enthusiasm and more people will be recruited to help
me on this mission to preserve the planet.
My quest is just beginning. There is so much more of the planet’s beauty I must share. I am proud to see that the
message is getting out there. The youth are rising to the challenge that I have set for them, by joining forces and
instigating various projects around the world. Many environmental projects have happened already and continue to
do so. It gives me great hope to see what is happening and I’m proud to be able to give people the keys to open the
doors.
***The sailboat ‘Pangaea’ was baptized in Monaco in May 2008, by Mrs. Gaynor Rupert, wife of Mr, Johann Rupert,
Executive Chairman of Richemont SA and in the presence of HSH Prince Albert II, and the four year expedition was
launched from Argentina’s southern town of Ushuaia later in October 2008.
Find more information on http://www.mikehorn.com

“MY QUEST IS JUST BEGINNING. THERE IS SO MUCH MORE OF THE PLANET’S BEAUTY I MUST SHARE. I AM PROUD TO SEE THAT THE MESSAGE IS
GETTING OUT THERE. THE YOUTH ARE RISING TO THE CHALLENGE THAT I
HAVE SET FOR THEM.”

INNER SANCTUARY / HALEAKALA VOLCANO
INGE KESSLER

Inge, born, raised and educated in Germany, has lived on the Monterey Peninsula for almost
four decades. Her love for traveling is surpassed only by her pleasure at living in Carmel-bythe-Sea. The hills and mountains of Big Sur and Carmel Valley are as vital to her as breathing.
An avid hiker and swimmer, she keeps her mind, body, and soul together by doing yoga and
enjoying literature, music (she has never missed a Carmel Bach Festival), and the nearby
presence of her daughter and two granddaughters, as well as the relationship she has with
her son and two grandsons who live in Foxboro, Massachusetts.

“WITHOUT TREPIDATION
I LOOK
INTO THE NIGHT DARKNESS
TRYING ON
MY ALONENESS LIKE
A GOSSAMER GARMENT
A LOOSE FIT
YET DRAPING MY
NAKED ALONENESS”
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I crave stillness
I hunger for a quiet hour
a few moments of solitude
a noiseless stretch of time
that lets me feel
my blood rush
in my ears
it makes my skin tingle
and ensures moments
of peacefulness
as I occupy
my inner sanctuary
without trepidation
I look
into the night darkness
trying on
my aloneness like
a gossamer garment
a loose fit
yet draping my
naked aloneness
my senses become sharp
highly attuned
I seem to understand
and gather insights
penetrating my search
as if a layer
of uncertainty
is removed
and clarity arises
in my search for answers
only I am asking of myself

INNER SANCTUARY

Sometimes secrets revealed
feelings intensify
surprises are gifted
sanity restored
problems solved
concerns dissipate
dreams allowed
for new beginnings
as I give shapes
to my words
as I inhale and exhale
it becomes my meditation
a mantra
emptiness becomes fullness
and balances my restlessness
the absence of sounds
fills me with ineffable longing
for an unseen power
keep my inner world
from rapidly turning
hold it in suspension
at least for a short while
while I stem
the flood of noise
as my inner excitement
fuels love and tenderness
a hurdle difficult
to feel for myself
and when this happens
I am at peace

HALEAKALA VOLCANO
East Maui, Hawaii
on a late summer afternoon
we drive
up to the crater
of Haleakala.
Leaving behind
the lush landscape
we arrive.
Black desolate
absolute
quiet atmosphere
shocks us.
No tree
only
a few grass blades
here or there
barren bleak
rocky outcrops
dot the “moonscape”.
The violence of
nature’s wrath
is felt still.
Long-ago eruptions
ripped open
the earth
unforgiving
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totally unruly
wild
and deathly
it spewed out
fire, lava,
rocks through
the skin of the earth.
This fury
killed everything
in its path.
Hard to see
the crater hole
dark,
cragged
steep
rock-strewn
sides
evoke heart stopping shivers
because
the temperature
has dropped.
Our retreat from
the rim
creates
relief of being safe
for the moment
yet
fear
remains
of potential imminent
destruction.

“WHAT IS THE SOUND OF A HUNDRED ELEPHANTS RUNNING?
SILENCE.”

GOING SLOW, GOING DEEP
ARATI KUMAR-RAO

Arati is a freelance photographer and environmental biographer working in and around India. Her
work mainly focuses on the interaction between landscapes and people. She is currently working
in the Brahmaputra River basin, on a commissioned series, documenting the effects of changes
in river-use on riparian communities and riverine ecology. Work from this series can be seen
here: http://riverdiaries.tumblr.com Arati is also working on two personal photographic series:
one on wild elephants in Sri Lanka, and another documenting life in the Thar desert of Rajasthan.
For all her work, see: http://www.ficusmedia.com

ARATI KUMAR-RAO
A trumpet shatters the sun-baked stillness of the plain. Moments later, the elephants emerge out of the forest
and race onto the grasslands that stretch in front of me. There are about twenty of them in that first rush and
then more, and more, emerging in twos and fours and in bigger groups of eights and tens. Big elephants and
small, male and female, some brown, some black, a few flecked pink — score upon score of elephants, crossing the plain at full tilt.
What is the sound of a hundred elephants running?
Silence.
I sit back in the jeep and marvel. How can a few hundred elephants, collectively weighing thousands of tons,
move at top speed across baked earth without a sound?
I remember a list I had made when I was barely out of college. Item number one was to spend time with elephants in the wild, observing their behavior. And for surprises like this one – that elephants run totally silently
– was why I am in Sri Lanka for the fourth time in three years.
-----About two years prior, zip in and zip out trips, guided tours, and “destinations” had begun to lose their sheen for
me. As a photographer and a journalist, I tell stories so that I may live (not to be confused with “so that I may
make a living.”) And those stories had to go beyond a been-there-seen-that monument, or forest, or mountain,
or city.
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“AS A PHOTOGRAPHER AND A JOURNALIST, I TELL STORIES SO
THAT I MAY LIVE (NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH ‘SO THAT I MAY
MAKE A LIVING.’) AND THOSE STORIES HAD TO GO BEYOND A
BEEN-THERE-SEEN-THAT MONUMENT, OR FOREST, OR MOUNTAIN,
OR CITY.”

GOING SLOW, GOING DEEP
Stories had to go deeper. And for that, I needed to steep, marinate within landscapes.
I needed time.
I needed to slow myself down.
To linger.
To give places and people time.
To allow them to reveal things.
About themselves.
About me.
It was January of 2013 when I made myself a promise: I would tell stories, slow and deep – over seasons and
over many years.
I began to go back to places. Wander around the same grounds sans itinerary sans agenda – except to learn. I
began to make connections with farmers, shepherds, and fishermen – ordinary people living lives close to the
ground – and spend time with them.
I went back over seasons, watched the land turn, watched migrant birds come and go, watched fields go green,
deserts bloom, elephants mate, and pink-and-grey new elephant babies frolic.
I began to explore the lives of landscapes across time as much as across space. The history of geographies began to make sense and the wisdom of the people, their knowledge of their own land, began to inform my stories.
My stories built over many months. I researched, wrote, shot, and wrote some more and shot some more – nothing was finished in a hurry. The narrative morphed with seasons, with me – for I changed too. My “seeing” was
different now.

“IT WAS JANUARY OF 2013 WHEN I MADE MYSELF A PROMISE: I
WOULD TELL STORIES, SLOW AND DEEP – OVER SEASONS AND OVER
MANY YEARS.”

ARATI KUMAR-RAO
Landscapes were no longer snapshots. A slope of the ground now had meaning to what grew at the bottom and
a different meaning for what lived at the top. Those relationships began to make sense. The weft and warps of
life on a land came into relief.
Around this time, I began to travel to a small village northwest of Jaisalmer. I’d heard of an ancient method of
desert-rain harvesting that some people were resurrecting to sustain themselves in the desert.
I reached Ramgarh one blazing summer day.
The land was the color of burnt caramel. It was flat and it was featureless: there was no tree in sight, no blade
of grass, no ditch, no dune, no sand, no shrub, no ups, no downs. There was nothing, not even a boulder, to
disturb the absolute flatness of the ground. The ground was hard, covered in gravel the color of burnished iron
ore. Light wisps of white cirrus lifted from this one-dimensional landscape and burnt up in the blazing sun. A
wind whipped up a fine dust that blew around our ankles. The mid-morning summer heat shimmered, painting
mirages on the horizon.
To the untrained eye this was wasteland: barren, arid, infertile, hard, uncultivable.
For Chhattar Singh, a farmer from Ramgarh, this was a place for hushed voices. It was a catchment for desert
rain. A few kilometers down, in monsoon, new farmers would practice ancient agriculture to reap lush fields of
gold sans irrigation.
Singh knew things I would find in no textbook, no travelguide to Rajasthan – of which, there were plenty. He had
traversed the district, scrub to dune, learning to read the soil, identify the vegetation, gauge the water content,
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“MY STORIES BUILT OVER MANY MONTHS. I RESEARCHED, WROTE,
SHOT, AND WROTE SOME MORE AND SHOT SOME MORE – NOTHING
WAS FINISHED IN A HURRY. THE NARRATIVE MORPHED WITH SEASONS, WITH ME – FOR I CHANGED TOO. MY “SEEING” WAS DIFFERENT NOW.”

GOING SLOW, GOING DEEP
recognize spots for wells and ponds and lakes, calculate the gradient of land, the flows down each, and more: the
relationship of each of these elements to the others. Now he was the architect of bringing back prosperity to those
villages by simply living with the land, not in spite of it.
I saw wells brimming with water in the height of summer, under massive blowing sand dunes. None of this was
logic-defying – if you knew the land and how it worked.
I needed to see the transformation of the desert over seasons. So, with the help of Singh, I explored the desert
alongside shepherds and farmers. And slowly, over a year – across summer, a desert monsoon, and winter, they
showed me old magic.
I witnessed the transformation of parched, cracked, dry land into a tossing sea of rainwater, and then into lush
fields of wheat and mustard. I saw how, with a few hours of desert rain, enough food was harvested in winter to
feed a thousand people for a whole year.
At the end of the year I knew better a desert’s rhythm, how its people lived in it, and its surprising gifts. That
dogged year of travel to one area alone had yielded untold riches.
-----Number two on the list that I had made when I got out of college, right after the entry on elephants was Rivers.
Document life along a river system, from source to sea, it read.

“I WITNESSED THE TRANSFORMATION OF PARCHED, CRACKED, DRY
LAND INTO A TOSSING SEA OF RAINWATER, AND THEN INTO LUSH
FIELDS OF WHEAT AND MUSTARD... AT THE END OF THE YEAR I KNEW
BETTER A DESERT’S RHYTHM, HOW ITS PEOPLE LIVED IN IT, AND ITS
SURPRISING GIFTS.”

ARATI KUMAR-RAO
I pitched the idea to a media house. The Brahmaputra, which flows through three countries, touches three
religions, and races 3000 km before emptying itself into the Bay of Bengal, where it hosts the largest unbroken
mangrove forest in the world.
80 million people live along this mighty river and their lives are changing with changes in how we use the river. I
proposed to document this and was commissioned for a year.
But, as Rainier Marie Rilke has said, “ a year is too little and ten years is nothing.”
This river, The Brahmaputra, promises to be a long-term series. Over the next few years – or maybe a decade or
even for the rest of my life – I plan to tell stories from the riverside.
The best gift of slow exploration is that it lends itself to deep learning. Each trip back to places reveals something new. Nothing is static. Not places, not people, not the river, not I.
My own inner landscape is metamorphosing with slow exploration. Stories become personal. The people I meet
over seasons become friends. I grow. Which, in turn, renews my seeing.
And I feel the need to return to places to know them again, as if for the first time.
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“THE BEST GIFT OF SLOW EXPLORATION IS THAT IT LENDS ITSELF
TO DEEP LEARNING. EACH TRIP BACK TO PLACES REVEALS SOMETHING NEW. NOTHING IS STATIC. NOT PLACES, NOT PEOPLE, NOT
THE RIVER, NOT I.”

“CLIMBING MOUNTAINS CONSTITUTES A LIFE ATTITUDE. IT IS THE
PUREST, MOST-REWARDING AND MOST EXCITING FEELING TO STAND
ON TOP OF A SUMMIT – AND EVEN BETTER IF YOU’VE REACHED THAT
TOGETHER WITH SOME FRIENDS.”

CLIMBING ROMANIA’S HIGHEST MOUNTAIN
LENI GRUENDL

Currently serving as the Fundraising Coordinator/Vice Chairwoman of the Pangaea Project, Leni
is originally from a small town in Bavaria, Germany. Having lived all over the world in the past 6
years, she has now finally ‘settled’ in Cluj, Romania to study Medicine. She has been involved
in several projects over the past 3 years, including the Serbia EcoCamp in 2011 and the South
Africa School Project in 2012. Leni is passionate about travelling, learning about different cultures, outdoor and endurance sports, reading and cooking. Connect with Leni and her work:
gruendl.magdalena@gmail.com and www.pangaea-project.org

LENI GRUENDL
“Hey Leni, Liv and I want to climb Mt. Moldoveanu, can you somehow make it to Brasov? We will rent a car and
then drive there.” That is what my friend Simon asked me one day. How could I possibly say no?
Two weeks later, I found myself on a night bus from Cluj (the city I am currently living and studying in) heading
south to Brasov. A day filled with lectures and Uni Labs lay behind me, and little did I know what a crazy and
unforgettable adventure lay ahead of me.
The next morning, Simon and I quickly did some filming while Livio got us our rental car. He came back with a
small pick up van with only two seats – welcome to Romania!
Since the three of us are all extremely prone to getting motion sick, it was clear from the beginning that we would
somehow all squeeze into the front. That said, switching to fifth gear from then on became a tough decision.
Luckily, it’s not that we needed it often – you can still find horse carts on Romania’s single-lane “highways.”
Without a map until the very end (we eventually purchased one in the very last town in the tiniest shop I’ve ever
entered), we soon realized that navigating in and around Romania became a team event in itself, with all of us
being busy reading the signs and making sure none of those crazy Romanian car drivers was coming too close.
Eventually hours later… we parked our car at a farmer‘s and then set off. At 5 p.m – sunset. Not your usual time
to start climbing a mountain.
After a few hours of walking, we came across a caravan and to our surprise there was light inside. It was used by
two forest workers who immediately came outside to tell us about the wolves further up the mountain… Great!
Not to mention the bears that also live in that area.
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“...WE CAME ACROSS A CARAVAN... USED BY TWO FOREST WORKERS WHO IMMEDIATELY CAME OUTSIDE TO TELL US ABOUT THE
WOLVES FURTHER UP THE MOUNTAIN… GREAT! NOT TO MENTION
THE BEARS THAT ALSO LIVE IN THAT AREA.”

CLIMBING ROMANIA’S HIGHEST MOUNTAIN
At 9 p.m., we got to a hut which was halfway up. Since we all still felt quite strong and we really wanted to see
the sunrise on top of the mountain, we kept going. Even though the path was well marked with our headlamps,
we sometimes had to spread out as a group to find the next sign. And then, the last part of the climb got extremly
steep and we had to be careful with each step.
Finally, at around midnight we reached the next hut which was just a bit below the summit. Simon turned some
music on his mac – yes he did bring it up there being too afraid that it would otherwise get stolen in the middle of
nowehere. We quickly fell asleep and woke up again because it was freezing cold up there. I was waiting for the
minutes to pass so that we could start walking again.
Next morning we were woken up by one of the most magnificent sunrises I’ve ever witnessed. Summiting was a
small challenge, it was more climbing than hiking but eventually we were on top of Romania’s highest mountain.
Romania’s landscape and nature are stunning and well-preserved. There is not much tourism, and that day we
were the only people on the mountain.
We then decided not to descend the same way we had come up as it was too steep, but rather walk along the
mountain ridge eastwards and descend into another valley, and then hope that someone would drive us back to
our car. That day, we walked from 7 am to 7pm and then once back at our car we still had to drive all the way
back home to Cluj because Liv and Simon had a flight to catch the next morning. A great adventure together with
even greater friends!
Always being on the move. Always doing something. Some call it restlessness. I call it my way of life.

“NEXT MORNING WE WERE WOKEN UP BY ONE OF THE MOST MAGNIFICENT SUNRISES I’VE EVER WITNESSED. SUMMITING WAS A SMALL
CHALLENGE, IT WAS MORE CLIMBING THAN HIKING BUT EVENTUALLY
WE WERE ON TOP OF ROMANIA’S HIGHEST MOUNTAIN.”

LENI GRUENDL
And I feel best when I am able to live my semi-nomadic lifestyle travelling around the world.
It was my choice. Seven years ago. To leave my tiny, conservative, in-the-middle-of-nowhere town behind and
open my arms, eyes and heart to the world. It’s been the best choice of my life.
Since then, I have been to many different countries. But numbers don’t matter to me. Neither do places. My home
is where my backpack is.
And living as a nowadays so-called ‘global-citizen’, for me it is all about the people I have met, meet and will
meet, and the experiences I have had along the way.
Being the Vice-President of an international Youth NGO (www.pangaea-project.org), a true adventurer, currently
trapped in the body of a third year Med Student, I try my best to escape as often as I can. And it works!
It’s all about time management. Project planning, writing lecture notes, going for a run, treating a patient, it’s all
about finding the right balance in life and then acting accordingly. To me, living life to the fullest means never
postponing anything.
What I enjoy most and what gives me pure freedom is being in the mountains.
Climbing mountains constitutes a life attitude. It is the purest, most-rewarding and most exciting feeling to stand
on top of a summit – and even better if you’ve reached that together with some friends. You know that it is only
due to your continuous hardwork that you’ve achieved it, and due to never giving up, despite the moments of
feeling tired, cold and very small being surrounded by nature. You do it, simply because you can!
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“AND LIVING AS A NOWADAYS SO-CALLED ‘GLOBAL-CITIZEN’, FOR
ME IT IS ALL ABOUT THE PEOPLE I HAVE MET, MEET AND WILL
MEET, AND THE EXPERIENCES I HAVE HAD ALONG THE WAY.”

EXPLORING WITH GUÂCHÉ
TONY MALONE

Born in London, 1979, Tony lives in England with his rather naughty dog (called Teacup) on a
small boat. He is a professional artist and explorer with a passion for watercolour. His travels have
taken him to both poles and all continents. One of Tony’s unique stances as an adventurer is that
he is openly disabled. Along with being over 50% deaf since childhood he also has a condition
which can cause Transient ischemic attacks. He has slowly regained his mobility and strength
through these, never at any stage letting his ability levels interfere with his adventuring work.
Art on this page: Antarctica Sunrise, Antarctica, 2007

TONY MALONE

David Hikes the Scouts, mixed media, Cobham Woods, England, UK

For me, painting and art has always been about exploring. Early European painters used
art to explain far off locations and share their experiences while also celebrating the
natural world. I always try and do this in my work as an explorer and my life as an artist.
Hopefully my work captures not just the “views” but also a sense of the feelings and emotions that can be experienced while undertaking exploration activities.
All paintings are in a mix of guâché and watercolour paints.
More about Tony at http://artistexplorer.co.uk/more/about-tony/
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EXPLORING WITH GUÂCHÉ

Polar bear watching the Northern Lights, watercolor & pen sketch, Svalbard

Hilliberg, mixed media, Lapland, Finland

TONY MALONE

Whitstable SeaFront, watercolour, Whitstable, UK

Iceni in the Ice, Medway, UK
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“ALL OF THIS CHANGED FOLLOWING AN INCIDENT IN HACKNEY
(LONDON) WHERE I HAD A GUN POINTED AT ME AND MY YOUNGER
BROTHER. THIS WAS A REALLY SCARY SITUATION TO BE IN AND
ALL I COULD DO WAS PUSH HIM TO THE SIDE AND WAIT FOR THE
BULLET TO HIT ME.”

WHY I DO IT

DWAYNE FIELDS

photo: Gregg Stone

Born in Jamaica, Dwayne grew up in the UK from the age of six. In the wake of his experiences
of the effects of gangs and crime, he changed his life to become an adventurer/explorer. With a
combined honours degree in Psychology and Third World Studies, he is an ambassador for his
university (UEL) and gives motivational talks to young people on his exploits. In 2007, Dwayne
completed the Three Peaks Challenge, climbing the highest peaks of England within 24 hours.
In 2010, he became the first black Briton/Jamiacan to walk the magnetic North Pole, and also
completed the Chara challenge, a demanding cross-country race carrying 32 pounds weight.

DWAYNE FIELDS
My passion for exploration and adventure started during my early childhood. I remember always feeling more
comfortable in the outdoors than I ever did inside. This was probably helped by the fact that I grew up in rural
Jamaica where children are often encouraged to spend time outside.
I remember being as young as four years old, and spending much of my time wandering around in the woods
and the fields surrounding my grandmother’s house. It was terrifying for me at the time but I was so compelled
to find out what was over that hedge, beyond the tree line or just past the orange fields. I would ask but the
answers I was given were never enough for me. I always wanted to see for myself. I couldn’t fight the temptation to take a look and a couple of steps towards the unknown. Even at that age I can recall getting a real sense
of satisfaction from overcoming my fears as small and insignificant as they were at the time.
Another adventure game I played by myself as a child was again in Jamaica. The closest of our neighbors were
about a quarter of a mile away from us, and I could always hear their dogs barking. One day, I decided I would
go and find out what they were barking at but before I got near, I turned and ran, and from that day onwards I
challenged myself to try and get a little closer on every attempt.
At age six, I came to London and all the freedom that I had at home in Jamaica seemed to vanish overnight.
There were no more fields, woods, or the open spaces that I had always known. I had to adapt, and in adapting
I gave up on the outdoors as sad as it was for me. For weeks I stayed in the house. I guess it could be looked at
as depression.
For the next thirteen years of my life, I lived no differently than any other teenager, but I always knew I wasn’t
completely happy because I wasn’t living the life that was for me. All of this changed following an incident in
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“I REMEMBER BEING AS YOUNG AS FOUR YEARS OLD, AND SPENDING MUCH OF MY TIME WANDERING AROUND IN THE WOODS AND
THE FIELDS SURROUNDING MY GRANDMOTHER’S HOUSE... I WOULD
ASK BUT THE ANSWERS I WAS GIVEN WERE NEVER ENOUGH FOR
ME. I ALWAYS WANTED TO SEE FOR MYSELF.”

WHY I DO IT
hackney (London) where I had a gun pointed at me and my younger brother. This was a really scary situation to
be in and all I could do was push him to the side and wait for the bullet to hit me. I waited for what seemed like a
lifetime, and then I heard the click of the pin hitting the round, then the cocking of the weapon, I saw the round fly
out the side of the hand gun, then heard the pin hit another round. It misfired; twice.
I spent the week or so following this incident thinking a lot about my life and I decided that I wanted to do something that could inspire people to want to be more than what they stereotypically saw around me/them. I decided
I would have to start doing more of the things I loved and enjoyed. As I thought more and more, I realized that all
of my happiest memories were outdoors.
With that thought in mind, I started looking for my first big adventure. Luckily I didn’t have to wait too long. I heard
Ben Fogle and James Cracknel, two television presenters who had also rowed across the Atlantic, speaking about
their plans for a trek to the South Pole and this stirred something inside. In the end, I didn’t go to the South Pole
with them, but I did make preparations to walk to the magnetic North Pole instead. I completed this in 2010.
For me, the North Pole was an amazing experience for a number of reasons. The environment was like nothing
I had seen before, it was completely alien to me. I pushed my body further than what most people might have
ever done, and at the same time I was more focused than I had ever been. It’s strange, but to say that I felt more
at home there than I did in London wouldn’t be far from the truth. There were of course times when I hated the
constant wind and cold, my team mates, the fatigue and the feeling of vulnerability, but through it all, I still felt like
I belonged there.
Realizing my dream of becoming an adventurer has done wonders for me; being out in the open has given me
back a sense of peace and confidence that I can only remember having as a child, the same peace and confidence that I lost when I decided I would rather fit in than be myself.

“I SPENT THE WEEK OR SO FOLLOWING THIS INCIDENT THINKING A
LOT ABOUT MY LIFE AND I DECIDED THAT I WANTED TO DO SOMETHING THAT COULD INSPIRE PEOPLE TO WANT TO BE MORE THAN
WHAT THEY STEREOTYPICALLY SAW AROUND ME/THEM.”

DWAYNE FIELDS
In-turn, that confidence has allowed me to share my story and experiences with young people far and wide in
the hope that they can take something from it. I do this by visiting schools, colleges, academies and various
youth groups, speaking to young people about all aspects of my life. I detail the life I lived as a child, challenges
I faced and how I overcame them while growing up. I also hold group discussions/seminars where achievement
is the topic of conversation led by the young people.
Having had the chance to see some of the things I’ve seen, I feel a sense of duty to go out and not just see
more but also share more of what I’ve seen with those who may never get to experience it for themselves for
whatever reason.
*** Read more about Dwayne’s next upcoming adventure – the South Pole Challenge on his website. You can
support his efforts and “Buy a Mile” at http://dwayne-fields.com/?page_id=449
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“REALIZING MY DREAM OF BECOMING AN ADVENTURER HAS DONE
WONDERS FOR ME; BEING OUT IN THE OPEN HAS GIVEN ME BACK A
SENSE OF PEACE AND CONFIDENCE THAT I CAN ONLY REMEMBER
HAVING AS A CHILD.”

“THERE IS NO BETTER WAY TO GAIN PERSPECTIVE ON YOURSELF
AND THE WORLD THAN BY EXPERIENCING THE UNFAMILIAR. IT
CULTIVATES A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE – ONE THAT IS ROOTED IN
COMPASSION FOR PEOPLE’S DIFFERENCES, AND RESPECT FOR
THE TREASURES OF THE NATURAL WORLD.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH

AVERY STONICH

Avery is a freelance writer based in Boulder, Colorado, who has traveled to more than 40 countries in search of adventure. Her work has been published by National Geographic Adventure,
National Geographic Travel, Women’s Adventure, Bicycle Times, Elephant Journal and Travel
Chronicles. Visit her website at averystonich.com and follow her on Twitter and Instagram: @
averystonich.

IN DIALOGUE WITH...
Shirin – Hi Avery! Thanks so much for talking with Courageous Creativity! How did your adventure of being a
travel journalist start? Did you always love the outdoors as a child?
Avery – I’ve always loved to travel. And I’ve always loved to write. You could say I have it in my blood. My father
is a writer who has lived in Australia my whole life. He has written several books about the Great Barrier Reef
region. We used to go on 10-day island camping trips, bringing all of our food, water—everything. It sparked my
love for the outdoors.
My mother really encouraged me to travel. I was thirteen when I first went to Europe. In college, I spent a semester in Tanzania. I remember walking into the study abroad office with the goal of finding an unusual place to
go. When I was in Africa, I wrote long, descriptive letters to my mother and boyfriend (now husband). They saved
every one.
In 2001, my husband and I traveled for a year. It was the early days of email, so for the first time I was able to
write about my experiences for an audience of more than one. Everyone told me I have a knack for storytelling.
My career has always orbited around writing. I started out writing educational signs and exhibits for parks and
zoos. Through this I learned about exotic places with fascinating wildlife. My destination wish-list started to
overflow.
Later I did marketing and public relations for the bicycle and outdoor industries. Then I decided to combine my
passions with my career and focus on outdoor, adventure, and travel writing. It’s the best of all worlds.
Shirin – Please share more about what fascinates you most about traveling and exploring.
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“I’VE ALWAYS HAD THIS DRIVE TO BREAK GENDER STEREOTYPES,
PUSH MYSELF, AND NOT LET FEAR GET IN THE WAY. IT’S EMPOWERING TO HAVE THE COURAGE TO DIG DEEP AND TRY THINGS THAT
FRIGHTEN ME. YOU NEVER CONQUER FEAR, YOU MERELY LEARN TO
FACE IT.”

AVERY STONICH
Avery – What I love most about travel and exploration is learning about other cultures and places and getting out
of my comfort zone. There is no better way to gain perspective on yourself and the world than by experiencing the
unfamiliar. It cultivates a global perspective – one that is rooted in compassion for people’s differences, and respect
for the treasures of the natural world.
Shirin – In one of your essays about your experience climbing Notchtop in Rocky Mountain National Park, you talk
about meeting your fears head on. Is this something you have to deal with regularly on your adventures? What is it
that keeps you going despite the fears?
Avery – I intentionally seek experiences that challenge me.
Growing up, I was a tomboy, playing baseball with neighborhood boys rather than dressing up Barbies. I’ve always
had this drive to break gender stereotypes, push myself, and not let fear get in the way. It’s empowering to have the
courage to dig deep and try things that frighten me. You never conquer fear, you merely learn to face it.
When I finish something scary, I pat myself on the back and say, “I did it!” That feeling of accomplishment keeps me
coming back for more.
Shirin – About climbing Mont Blanc, the highest mountain in Western Europe, you said something really beautiful,
“…if you follow their [the mountains’] lead, you might just find a graceful waltz that opens a world of adventure and
lets your spirit soar.” Can you tell us more about this adventure?
Avery – Mont Blanc was a pivotal trip for me. I’ve always loved mountains—that’s why I’ve called Colorado home
for 26 years. But until recently, I never had an urge to tackle technical terrain. In 2013, something switched during a
magical day of backcountry skiing in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. My soul lit up and I felt this desire to learn more about
mountains.

“IN 2013, SOMETHING SWITCHED DURING A MAGICAL DAY OF BACKCOUNTRY SKIING IN JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING. MY SOUL LIT UP AND I
FELT THIS DESIRE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT MOUNTAINS.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH...
My husband was thrilled and immediately signed us up for a mountaineering course. Then he convinced me to
tackle Mont Blanc. After years of hesitation to try anything that involved an ice axe, all of a sudden I was totally
game. I dove in head-first, which unlocked a new hunger for adventure in me.
So you could say the mountains called me in a way they never had before, and I followed their lead.
Mont Blanc was an amazing trip even though we didn’t reach the summit. After bad weather forced us to turn
back, we had an extra day, so we climbed the Cosmiques Arete, a technical, exposed snow and rock route just
outside of Chamonix. I never would have believed I could do it. But I did, and it was awesome, and it gave me the
confidence and drive to pursue more alpine adventures.
Shirin – Do you enjoy group adventures or are you more of a solitary traveler? Can you contrast the two experiences a bit?
Avery – I gravitate toward independent travel (with my husband or a few friends) because I think it helps me
connect with a place. I love figuring out where to go, how to get there, what to eat, how to behave respectfully.
Without the cocoon of a group, I interact more with the local culture.
Not to say that group travel doesn’t have its place. It opens the doors of travel to people who are hesitant to
explore new places without help. And in situations where guides are required, group travel is inevitable. In 2012,
I went on a guided trip to Macchu Picchu in Peru with my friend’s adventure travel company. I had a blast, gained
perspective and insights I might not have had on my own, and now share the bond of this experience with a
bunch of great people.
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“I GRAVITATE TOWARD INDEPENDENT TRAVEL (WITH MY HUSBAND
OR A FEW FRIENDS) BECAUSE I THINK IT HELPS ME CONNECT WITH
A PLACE. I LOVE FIGURING OUT WHERE TO GO, HOW TO GET THERE,
WHAT TO EAT, HOW TO BEHAVE RESPECTFULLY. WITHOUT THE COCOON OF A GROUP, I INTERACT MORE WITH THE LOCAL CULTURE.”

AVERY STONICH
Shirin – What about exploring a place geographically versus exploring a place culturally, connecting with its people?
Avery – I love diving into foreign cultures. The more bewildered and confused I feel at first, the better. It forces me
into the present moment. Time slows down. Everything becomes exciting—even everyday products on a foreign
market’s shelves. It’s like being a child and discovering the world for the first time. Interacting with the locals then
opens the experience, providing insight into daily lives.
Adventure travel—like mountain climbing or scuba diving—puts a different lens on an experience. These trips focus
on an activity or a geographic feature rather than the culture. But I still learn about the culture because it is inextricably linked to geography. For example, in Nepal, I discovered how a majestic yet challenging mountain landscape
has created a deeply spiritual culture amid tough living conditions. Fiji’s culture exudes a relaxed pace due to tropical
heat and a lush environment where food seems to drip from every tree.
Shirin – Even with traveling to over 40 countries, you still think of your city Boulder as one of the greatest places on
Earth. How does it feel to come home after a great adventure and stay connected to the spirit of exploration in your
everyday life?
Avery – Boulder is a wonderful place to call home. I can find plenty of adventure around here. Colorado is vast, with
thousands of acres of backcountry to explore. Typically I experience a period of readjustment after a big trip. When I
plan and prepare for something for months, and then have a mind-blowing experience, it can be tough to return to a
normal routine. I find myself yearning for excitement and thrill.

“ADVENTURE TRAVEL—LIKE MOUNTAIN CLIMBING OR SCUBA DIVING—
PUTS A DIFFERENT LENS ON AN EXPERIENCE. THESE TRIPS FOCUS ON AN
ACTIVITY OR A GEOGRAPHIC FEATURE RATHER THAN THE CULTURE. BUT I
STILL LEARN ABOUT THE CULTURE BECAUSE IT IS INEXTRICABLY LINKED
TO GEOGRAPHY.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH...
It helps that I always have my next trip planned before the ink dries on my boarding pass. I’m constantly scheming and dreaming. In the meantime, I live vicariously by writing about people who venture to far-off places and
tackle big adventures. I love telling these stories.
Shirin – Any upcoming adventures you are excited about?
Avery – I’ve recently taken up kiteboarding, which opens a whole new world of adventure. All of a sudden I’m
seeking places with wind. It’s a different approach to travel, and a fun way to look at the world. In December
we’re headed to Turks and Caicos in the Caribbean, which is supposed to be a good place for beginner kiteboarders.
I’m also planning a ski trip to Japan. I’ve never been to Northeast Asia, so I’m really excited to check it out. It will
be a great combination of outdoor activity and culture. Skiing and sushi—perfect.
For my next big adventure, I hope to climb and ski Mount Moran in Wyoming. After I did the Grand Teton in June,
some tasty ski lines on Mount Moran caught my eye. It would push my boundaries, but I’m up for it.
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“...I’VE RECENTLY TAKEN UP KITEBOARDING, WHICH OPENS A
WHOLE NEW WORLD OF ADVENTURE. ALL OF A SUDDEN I’M SEEKING PLACES WITH WIND. IT’S A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO TRAVEL,
AND A FUN WAY TO LOOK AT THE WORLD.”

PHOTOGRAPHY

SARAVANAKUMAR SALEM
Saravana arguably has one of the best jobs in the world! He freelances as a wildlife and
documentary cameraman, shooting documentaries for channels like National Geographic and
the BBC. As a part of these jobs, he gets to travel to exotic locations, see the best of nature
and in the end get paid for it. How much better can a job get! Saravana’s interest in filmmaking has gone through various phases and now it has come to rest with shooting and making
his own films. To him, this is the point where creativity and vision converge. He hopes to make
films that pass on his passion for wildlife to those watch it. That’s his ultimate prize.
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